
INTRODUCTION

Owing to the extraordinarily structure
sensitive character of the phenomenon of
feroelectricity, it was only logical that, after the
discovery of ferroelectricity in BaTiO3, considerable
effort would be expanded on a search for other
ferroelectric materials with in the same family. This
search was definitely fruitful, as it led to the
discovery of ferroelectric activity in PbTiO3, KNbO3

and KTaO3.These compounds have curie points
scattered over a wide range of temperatures, while
the room-temperature symmetry is characterized
by very different distortions from the original
perovskite cubic lattice.

The general formula of the compounds
belonging to this family is ABO3 where A is
monovalent, divalent or trivalent metal and B a
pentavalent, tetravalent or trivalent element
respectively. We include in the perovskite family not
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ABSTRACT

The behaviour of dielectric constant with the variation of temperature of barium nitrate has
been studied between the temperature ranges 35 to 110ºC. In the present measurement it have been
observed that the compound has lower value of dielectric constant below 36ºC, which rises upto the
maximum value of 14,580 at the moderate temperature of 51ºC. After this temperature the dielectric
constant of compound decreases upto the very low value of nearly 8, at the temperature of 108ºC.
When the variation of dielectric constant was studied in cooling cycle the peak was observed at 71ºC,
above and below this temperature dielectric constant decreases with some intermediate fluctuations.
The results have been explained on the basis the crystal structure changes and the possibility of free
internal rotation of nitrate group within the    crystal lattice at the elevated temperature. The presence of
broad peak is explained on he basis of relaxor ferroelectrics, which occurs generally due to heterovalent
disorder.
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only the compounds having the ideal cubic
perovskite structure, but also all the compounds with
structures, which can be derived from the ideal one
by way of small lattice distortions or omission of
some atoms. The crystal-chemical characteristics
of perovskite-type compounds in general have been
studied 7, 5, 9.

Our sample Ba(N03)2 lie in the range of
perovskite-type oxides family. The variation of
dielectric constant can be explained on the basis of
the arrangement of ions in the compound and its
rotation inside the crystal lattice under influence of
thermal energy. It is observed that the high value of
dielectric constant in ferroelectric phase is due to
high polarization. The temperature dependence of
dielectric constant is explained on the basis of
activated polarization process due to the phase
transition in the compound and the occurrence of
broad peak has been explained on the basis of
relaxor system, as it is repoted12, 13, in the case of
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disodium hydrogen ortho-phsphate and for
tungsten- bronze type compound 2,10, 14, 1.

EXPERIMENTAL

The compound has been procured from
E. Merk (India), Mumbai. The chemical was grinded
into the fine powder in a agate mortar, avoiding
direct sunlight and preferably the most of the sample
preparation was done at night. The pellets were
prepared with compression machine (Flextural
Testing Machine CAT No.AIM-313, S.No.91070
AIMIL Associated, India), having pressure range
0-10 tonne wt/cm2. A suitable die was used having
rectangular cross-sectional area of the piston =
2.33cm2.

The polishing of the pellets has been done
to obtain smooth parallel surface to be used for
electrode formation. Polishing of the crystal
introduces electrical charges inside the material.
These charges and strains are to be removed, which
we did by the process of annealing of the sample.
In this process the pellets were kept in a suitable
furnace at nearly 2/3 of their melting points for
sufficient times (generally 8-10 hours). The most of
the irreproducibility was removed by annealing and
therefore this process was necessarily done. The

electrodes were formed using colloidal silver paints.

The sample holder loaded with pellet is
kept into the furnace such that it lies very near to
the middle part of the furnace. A good quality
thermometer, precisely calibrated is used to record
the temperature. This thermometer is adjusted with
the help of stand in such a way that it touches the
metallic part of sample holder to record the exact
temperature of sample.

The usual substitution method i.e. with and
without the specimen in suitable sample holder is
used4. The sample holder was directly fastened to
the capacity measuring unit (Zenith M 92A).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The compound has chemical formula
Ba(N03)2 with molecular weight 261.35. The solid is
colourless cubic crystal having refractive index 1.572
with density 3.24 gm/cm3. Due to high M.P. (590°C)
the measurement may be taken upto higher
temperatures safely 8. However, during heating cycle
of the study, the dielectric constant was 278 at the
room temperature of 36°C due to the phase
transition. The dielectric constant of this compound
increased to very high value rapidly and attained

Fig. 2: Variation of Dielectric constant
with Temperature of Ba (NO3)2

Fig. 1: Variation of Dielectric constant
with Temperature of Ba (NO3)2
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the value of 14580 at the moderate temperature of
51ºC and then starts to fall slowly and finally
approached to a very low value of nearly 8 at the
temperature of 108ºC 3. The data has been shown
in the Fig. 1.
            The behaviour of dielectric constant of
Ba(NO3)2 with the variation of temperature can be
explained in context to its structural phase change
and rotation of nitrate groups within the crystal lattice
at elevated temperatures, similarly as it is in case
of Lead Nitrate 12, 13. The crystal structure of solid
barium nitrate is in such a way that the compound
crystallizes in the cubic system with the lead atoms
in a face centered cubic system. The two nitrate
groups lie above and below barium atoms at the
same distance to the plane containing barium
atoms. From the Fig.1, it is clear that there is no
sharp change in the dielectric constant at transition
temperature but it have broad peak, which appears
in the temperature range 45ºC to 55ºC in heating
cycle. The appearance of broad peak can be
explained on the basis of relaxor ferroelectrics11.
The temperature dependence of dielectric constant
of Ba(NO3)2 shows a broadened peak, unlike that
of normal ferroelectrics at the curie point. When the
temperature is higher than Tm (the temperature at
which the dielectric constant is maximum i.e. ε m) ε
(T) does not obey the Curie-Weiss law exactly .In
fact ε (T) changes with in the following fashion.

Where 1<n<2 and C’ is a constant

Before the Tm, as temperature is increased
from room temperature the dipoles got sufficient
kinetic energy to face hindrance, in rotation and
alignment. The dielectric constant and the alignment

of dipoles could not achieve the previous high value
of å at the moderate temperature of 54ºC in cooling
cycle. In the same cycle, the dielectric constant has
its highest value again, in the same range of
temperature at 71ºC, which is moderately different
than that of heating cycle. The peak value of the
dielectric constant at the Curie temperature (71ºC)
as observed in our sample (Fig.2) and the shape of
the anomaly are strongly dependent on the rate of
temperature change during the measurement. The
shape of the anomaly depicted in cooling cycle is
obtained with very slow cooling rates and due to
the structural phase change in the crystal. The
fluctuation in the variation of dielectric constant with
temperature is due to the rotation of ions in the
crystal lattice of the compound. The presence of
broad peak can be explained in the similar way as
in the relaxor ferroelectrics. The variation of å with
temperature in our   sample is similar to those
obtained for single crystal of LiNH

4C4H4O6.H2O 6.

CONCLUSION

In this work we have concluded that the
change in temperature changes the structure
causing the phase change in the compound and
dipoles are created which get sufficient kinetic
energy to face hindrance. The rotation and
alignment of the dipoles shows the ferroelectricity
in the compound. The presence of broad peak is
explained similar to the relaxor systems, which are
generally due to heterovalent disorder.
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